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NEW QUESTION 1 

Your customer wishes to deploy an enterprise application to AWS which will consist of several web 

servers, several application servers and a small (50GB) Oracle database information is stored, both in the 

database and the file systems of the various servers. The backup system must support database 

recovery whole server and whole disk restores, and individual file restores with a recovery time of no 

more than two hours. They have chosen to use RDS Oracle as the database. 

Which backup architecture will meet these requirements? 

A. Backup RDS using automated daily DB backups Backup the EC2 instances using AMIs and 

supplement with file-level backup to S3 using traditional enterprise backup software to provide file level 

restore 

B. Backup RDS using a Multi-AZ Deployment Backup the EC2 instances using Amis, and supplement 

by copying file system data to S3 to provide file level restore. 

C. Backup RDS using automated daily DB backups Backup the EC2 instances using EBS snapshots 

and supplement with file-level backups to Amazon Glacier using traditional enterprise backup software 

to provide file level restore 

D. Backup RDS database to S3 using Oracle RMAN Backup the EC2 instances using Amis, and 

supplement with EBS snapshots for individual volume restore. 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 

You need to use enterprise backup software to provide file level restore. See 

https://d0.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/Backup_and_Recovery_Approaches_Using_AWS.pdf Page 18: 

If your existing backup software does not natively support the AWS cloud, you can use AWS storage 

gateway products. AWS Storage Gateway is a virtual appliance that provides seamless and secure 

integration between your data center and the AWS storage infrastructure. 

NEW QUESTION 2 

A customer has a 10 GB AWS Direct Connect connection to an AWS region where they have a web 

application hosted on Amazon Elastic Computer Cloud (EC2). The application has dependencies on an 

on-premises mainframe database that uses a BASE (Basic Available. Sort stale Eventual consistency) 

rather than an ACID (Atomicity. Consistency isolation.  Durability) consistency model. The application is 

exhibiting undesirable behavior because the database is not able to handle the volume of writes. How 

can you reduce the load on your on-premises database resources in the most cost-effective way? 

A. Use an Amazon Elastic Map Reduce (EMR) S3DistCp as a synchronization mechanism between 

the on-premises database and a Hadoop cluster on AWS. 
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B. Modify the application to write to an Amazon SQS queue and develop a worker process to flush 

the queue to the on-premises database. 

C. Modify the application to use Dynamo DB to feed an EMR cluster which uses a map function to 

write to the on-premises database. 

D. Provision an RDS read-replica database on AWS to handle the writes and synchronize the two 

databases using Data Pipeline. 

Answer: B 

NEW QUESTION 3 

Company B is launching a new game app for mobile devices. Users will log into the game using their 

existing social media account to streamline data capture. Company B would like to directly save player 

data and scoring information from the mobile app to a Dynamo DS table named Score Data When a user 

saves their game the progress data will be stored to the Game state S3 bucket. What is the best 

approach for storing data to Dynamo DB and S3? 

A. Use an EC2 Instance that is launched with an EC2 role providing access to the Score Data 

Dynamo DB table and the Game State S3 bucket that communicates with the mobile app via web 

services. 

B. Use temporary security credentials that assume a role providing access to the Score Data 

Dynamo DB table and the Game State S3 bucket using web identity federation. 

C. Use Login with Amazon allowing users to sign in with an Amazon account providing the mobile 

app with access to the Score Data Dynamo DB table and the Game State S3 bucket. 

D. Use an IAM user with access credentials assigned a role providing access to the Score Data 

Dynamo DB table and the Game State S3 bucket for distribution with the mobile app. 

Answer: B 

Explanation: 

The requirements state “Users will log into the game using their existing social media account to 

streamline data capture.” This is what Cogni to is used for, ie Web Identity Federation. Amazon also 

recommend to “build your app so that it requests temporary AWS security credentials dynamically when 

needed using web identity federation.” 

NEW QUESTION 4 

Your company plans to host a large donation website on Amazon Web Services (AWS). You anticipate a 

large and undetermined amount of traffic that will create many database writes. To be certain that you 

do not drop any writes to a database hosted on AWS. Which service should you use? 
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A. Amazon RDS with provisioned IOPS up to the anticipated peak write throughput. 

B. Amazon Simple Queue Service (SOS) for capturing the writes and draining the queue to write to 

the database. 

C. Amazon Elastic Cache to store the writes until the writes are committed to the database. 

D. Amazon Dynamo DB with provisioned write throughput up to the anticipated peak write 

throughput. 

Answer: B 

Explanation: 

https://aws.amazon.com/sqs/faqs/ 

There is no limit on the number of messages that can be pushed onto SQS. The retention period of the 

SQS is 4 days by default and it can be changed to 14 days. This will make sure that no writes are missed. 

NEW QUESTION 5 

Your company is in the process of developing a next generation pet collar that collects biometric 

information to assist families with promoting healthy lifestyles for their pets Each collar will push 30kb 

of biometric data In JSON format every 2 seconds to a collection platform that will process and analyze 

the data providing health trending information back to the pet owners and veterinarians via 

a web portal Management has tasked you to architect the collection platform ensuring the following 

requirements are met. 

Provide the ability for real-time analytics of the inbound biometric data Ensure processing of the 

biometric data is highly durable. Elastic and parallel The results of the analytic processing should be 

persisted for data mining 

Which architecture outlined below win meet the initial requirements for the collection platform? 

 

A. Utilize S3 to collect the inbound sensor data analyze the data from S3 with a daily scheduled 

Data Pipeline and save the results to a Redshift Cluster. 

B. Utilize Amazon Kinesis to collect the inbound sensor data, analyze the data with Kinesis clients 

and save the results to a Redshift cluster using EMR. 

C. Utilize SQS to collect the inbound sensor data analyze the data from SQS with Amazon Kinesis 

and save the results to a Microsoft SQL Server RDS instance. 
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D. Utilize EMR to collect the inbound sensor data, analyze the data from EUR with Amazon Kinesis 

and save me results to Dynamo DB. 

Answer: B 

Explanation: 

The POC solution is being scaled up by 1000, which means it will require 72TB of Storage to retain 24 

months' worth of data. This rules out RDS as a possible DB solution which leaves you with Red Shift. I 

believe Dynamo DB is a more cost effective and scales better for ingest rather than using EC2 in an auto 

scaling group. Also, this example solution from AWS is somewhat similar for reference. 

http://media.amazonwebservices.com/architecturecenter/AWS_ac_ra_timeseriesprocessing_16.pdf 

NEW QUESTION 6 

You need a persistent and durable storage to trace call activity of an IVR (Interactive Voice Response) 

system. Call duration is mostly in the 2-3 minutes timeframe. Each traced call can be either active or 

terminated. An external application needs to know each minute the list of currently active calls, which 

are usually a few calls/second. Put once per month there is a periodic peak up to 1000 calls/second for a 

few hours. The system is open 24/7 and any downtime should be avoided. Historical data is periodically 

archived to files. Cost saving is a priority for this project. 

What database implementation would better fit this scenario, keeping costs as low as possible? 

A. Use RDS Multi-AZ with two tables, one for -Active calls" and one for -Terminated calls". In this 

way the "Active calls_ table is always small and effective to access. 

B. Use Dynamo DB with a "Calls" table and a Global Secondary Index on a "Is Active'" attribute that 

is present for active calls only In this way the Global Secondary index is sparse and more effective. 

C. Use Dynamo DB with a 'Calls" table and a Global secondary index on a 'State" attribute that can 

equal to "active" or "terminated" in this way the Global Secondary index can be used for all Items in the 

table. 

D. Use RDS Multi-AZ with a "CALLS" table and an Indexed "STATE* field that can be equal to 

'ACTIVE" or -TERMINATED" In this way the SOL query Is optimized by the use of the Index. 

Answer: B 

Explanation: 

Q: Can a global secondary index key be defined on non-unique attributes? 

Yes. Unlike the primary key on a table, a GSI index does not require the indexed attributes to be unique. 

Q: Are GSI key attributes required in all items of a DynamoDB table? 
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No. GSIs are sparse indexes. Unlike the requirement of having a primary key, an item in a DynamoDB 

table does not have to contain any of the GSI keys. If a GSI key has both hash and range elements, and a 

table item omits either of them, then that item will not be indexed by the corresponding GSI. 

In such cases, a GSI can be very useful in efficiently locating items that have an uncommon attribute. 

NEW QUESTION 7 

You would like to create a mirror image of your production environment in another region for disaster 

recovery purposes. Which of the following AWS resources do not need to be recreated in the second 

region? (Choose two.) 

A. Route 53 Record Sets 

B. IM1 Roles 

C. Elastic IP Addresses (EIP) 

D. EC2 Key Pairs 

E. Launch configurations 

F. Security Groups 

Answer: AB 

Explanation: 

The Route 53 and IAM are global. 

As per the document defined, new IPs should be reserved not the same ones. Elastic IP Addresses are 

static IP addresses designed for dynamic cloud computing. Unlike traditional static IP addresses, 

however, Elastic IP addresses enable you to mask instance or Availability Zone failures by 

programmatically remapping your public IP addresses to instances in your account in a particular region. 

For DR, you can also pre-allocate some IP addresses for the most critical systems so that their 

IP addresses are already known before disaster strikes. This can simplify the execution of the DR plan. 

NEW QUESTION 8 

Your company runs a customer facing event registration site This site is built with a 3-tier architecture 

with web and application tier servers and a MySQL database The application requires 6 web tier servers 

and 6 application tier servers for normal operation, but can run on a minimum of 65% server capacity 

and a single MySQL database. When deploying this application in a region with three availability zones 

(AZs) which architecture provides high availability? 
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A. A web tier deployed across 2 AZs with 3 EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud) instances in each AZ inside 

an Auto Scaling Group behind an ELB (elastic load balancer), and an application tier deployed across 2 

AZs with 3 EC2 instances in each AZ inside an Auto Scaling Group behind an ELB, and one RDS (Relational 

Database Service) instance deployed with read replicas in the other AZ. 

B. A web tier deployed across 3 AZs with 2 EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud) instances in each AZ inside 

an Auto Scaling Group behind an ELB (elastic load balancer) and an application tier deployed across 3 

AZs with 2 EC2 instances in each AZ inside an Auto Scaling Group behind an ELB and one RDS (Relational 

Database Service) Instance deployed with read replicas in the two other AZs. 

C. A web tier deployed across 2 AZs with 3 EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud) instances in each AZ inside 

an Auto Scaling Group behind an ELB (elastic load balancer) and an application tier deployed across 2 

AZs with 3 EC2 instances m each AZ inside an Auto Scaling Group behind an ELS and a Multi-AZ RDS 

(Relational Database Service) deployment. 

D. A web tier deployed across 3 AZs with 2 EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud) instances in each AZ Inside 

an Auto Scaling Group behind an ELB (elastic load balancer). And an application tier deployed across 3 

AZs with 2 EC2 instances in each AZ inside an Auto Scaling Group behind an EL 

E. And a Multi-AZ RDS (Relational Database services) deployment. 

Answer: D 

Explanation: 

Amazon RDS Multi-AZ Deployments 

Amazon RDS Multi-AZ deployments provide enhanced availability and durability for Database (DB) 

Instances, making them a natural fit for production database workloads. When you provision a Multi- AZ 

DB Instance, Amazon RDS automatically creates a primary DB Instance and synchronously replicates the 

data to a standby instance in a different Availability Zone (AZ). Each AZ runs on its own physically 

distinct, independent infrastructure, and is engineered to be highly reliable. In case of an infrastructure 

failure (for example, instance hardware failure, storage failure, or network disruption), Amazon RDS 

performs an automatic failover to the standby, so that you can resume database operations as soon as 

the failover is complete. Since the endpoint for your DB Instance remains the same after a failover, your 

application can resume database operation without the need for manual administrative intervention. 

Enhanced Durability 

Multi-AZ deployments for the MySQL, Oracle, and Postgre SQL engines utilize synchronous physical 

replication to keep data on the standby up-to-date with the primary. Multi-AZ deployments for the SQL 

Server engine use synchronous logical replication to achieve the same result, employing SQL Server-

native Mirroring technology. Both approaches safeguard your data in the event of a DB Instance failure 

or loss of an Availability Zone. 
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If a storage volume on your primary fails in a Multi-AZ deployment, Amazon RDS automatically initiates 

a failover to the up-to-date standby. Compare this to a Single-AZ deployment: in case of a Single-AZ 

database failure, a user-initiated point-in-time-restore operation will be required. This operation can 

take several hours to complete, and any data updates that occurred after the latest restorable time 

(typically within the last five minutes) will not be available. 

Amazon Aurora employs a highly durable, SSD-backed virtualized storage layer purpose-built for 

database workloads. Amazon Aurora automatically replicates your volume six ways, across three 

Availability Zones. Amazon Aurora storage is fault-tolerant, transparently handling the loss of up to two 

copies of data without affecting database write availability and up to three copies without affecting read 

availability. Amazon Aurora storage is also self-healing. Data blocks and disks are continuously scanned 

for errors and replaced automatically. 

Increased Availability 

You also benefit from enhanced database availability when running Multi-AZ deployments. If an 

Availability Zone failure or DB Instance failure occurs, your availability impact is limited to the time 

automatic failover takes to complete: typically under one minute for Amazon Aurora and one to two 

minutes for other database engines (see the RDS FAQ for details). 

The availability benefits of Multi-AZ deployments also extend to planned maintenance and backups. In 

the case of system upgrades like OS patching or DB Instance scaling, these operations are applied first 

on the standby, prior to the automatic failover. As a result, your availability impact is, again, only the 

time required for automatic failover to complete. 

Unlike Single-AZ deployments, I/O activity is not suspended on your primary during backup for Multi- AZ 

deployments for the MySQL, Oracle, and Postgre SQL engines, because the backup is taken from the 

standby. However, note that you may still experience elevated latencies for a few minutes during 

backups for Multi- AZ deployments. 

On instance failure in Amazon Aurora deployments, Amazon RDS uses RDS Multi-AZ technology to 

automate failover to one of up to 15 Amazon Aurora Replicas you have created in any of three 

Availability Zones. If no Amazon Aurora Replicas have been provisioned, in the case of a failure, Amazon 

RDS will attempt to create a new Amazon Aurora DB instance for you automatically. 

https://www.airpair.com/aws/posts/building-a-scalable-web-app-on-amazon-web-services-p1 

NEW QUESTION 9 

You are responsible for a legacy web application whose server environment is approaching end of life 

You would like to migrate this application to AWS as quickly as possible, since the application 

environment currently has the following limitations: 

The VM's single 10GB VMDK is almost full 
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Me virtual network interface still uses the 10Mbps driver, which leaves your 100Mbps WAN connection 

completely underutilized It is currently running on a highly customized. Windows VM within a VMware 

environment: You do not have me installation media 

This is a mission critical application with an RTO (Recovery Time Objective) of 8 hours. RPO (Recovery 

Point Objective) of 1 hour. How could you best migrate this application to AWS while meeting your 

business continuity requirements? 

 

A. Use the EC2 VM Import Connector for Center to import the VM into EC2. 

B. Use Import/Export to import the VM as an ESS snapshot and attach to EC2. 

C. Use S3 to create a backup of the VM and restore the data into EC2. 

D. Use me ec2-bundle-instance API to Import an Image of the VM into EC2 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 

https://aws.amazon.com/developertools/2759763385083070 

NEW QUESTION 10 

Your company currently has a 2-tier web application running in an on-premises data center. You have 

experienced several infrastructure failures in the past two months resulting in significant financial losses. 

Your CIO is strongly agreeing to move the application to AWS. While working on achieving buy-in from 

the other company executives, he asks you to develop a disaster recovery plan to help improve Business 

continuity in the short term. He specifies a target Recovery Time Objective (RTO) of 4 hours and a 

Recovery Point Objective (RPO) of 1 hour or less. He also asks you to implement the solution within 2 

weeks. Your database is 200GB in size and you have a 20Mbps Internet connection. How would you do 

this while minimizing costs? 

 

A. Create an EBS backed private AMI which includes a fresh install of your application 

B. Develop a Cloud Formation template which includes your AMI and the required EC2, Auto 

Scaling, and ELB resources to support deploying the application across Multiple- Availability-Zone 

C. Asynchronously replicate transactions from your on-premises database to a database instance in 

AWS across a secure VPN connection. 

D. Deploy your application on EC2 instances within an Auto Scaling group across multiple 

availability zone 
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E. Asynchronously replicate transactions from your on-premises database to a database instance in 

AWS across a secure VPN connection. 

F. Create an EBS backed private AMI which includes a fresh install of your application 

G. Setup a script in your data center to backup the local database every 1 hour and to encrypt and 

copy the resulting file to an S3 bucket using multi-part upload. 

H. Install your application on a compute-optimized EC2 instance capable of supporting the 

application's average loa 

I. Synchronously replicate transactions from your on-premises database to a database instance in 

AWS across a secure Direct Connect connection. 

 

Answer: A 

Explanation: 

Overview of Creating Amazon EBS-Backed AMIs 

First, launch an instance from an AMI that's similar to the AMI that you'd like to create. You can connect 

to your instance and customize it. When the instance is configured correctly, ensure data integrity by 

stopping the instance before you create an AMI, then create the image. When you create an Amazon 

EBS-backed AMI, we automatically register it for you. 

Amazon EC2 powers down the instance before creating the AMI to ensure that everything on the 

instance is stopped and in a consistent state during the creation process. If you're confident that your 

instance is in a consistent state appropriate for AMI creation, you can tell Amazon EC2 not to power 

down and reboot the instance. Some file systems, such as XFS, can freeze and unfreeze activity, making 

it safe to create the image without rebooting the instance. 

During the AMI-creation process, Amazon EC2 creates snapshots of your instance's root volume and any 

other EBS volumes attached to your instance. If any volumes attached to the instance are encrypted, the 

new AMI only launches successfully on instances that support Amazon EBS encryption. For more 

information, see Amazon EBS Encryption. 

Depending on the size of the volumes, it can take several minutes for the AMI-creation process to 

complete (sometimes up to 24 hours). You may find it more efficient to create snapshots of your 

volumes prior to creating your AMI. This way, only small, incremental snapshots need to be created 

when the AMI is created, and the process completes more quickly (the total time for snapshot creation 

remains the same). For more information, see Creating an Amazon EBS Snapshot. After the process 

completes, you have a new AMI and snapshot created from the root volume of the instance. When you 

launch an instance using the new AMI, we create a new EBS volume for its root volume using the 
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snapshot. Both the AMI and the snapshot incur charges to your account until you delete them. For more 

information, see Deregistering Your AMI. 

If you add instance-store volumes or EBS volumes to your instance in addition to the root device 

volume, the block device mapping for the new AMI contains information for these volumes, and the 

block device mappings for instances that you launch from the new AMI automatically contain 

information for these volumes. The instance-store volumes specified in the block device mapping for the 

new instance are new and don't contain any data from the instance store volumes of the instance you 

used to create the AMI. The data on EBS volumes persists. For more information, see Block Device 

Mapping. 
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